







Let F =GF (p) be a finite prime field of characteristic p≠2.Let K=F (x, y) be
an algebraic functicon field over F defined by an equation y2 = xn－a (a≠0,a∈F), 
where n means an odd number so that n>1 and p?n. Let h be the class number of
K and g the genus of K. Then, it is obvious that h=p+1 if n=3 and p≡2 mod 3.
This particular fact can be generally expressed as follows;
Given n, there exists an integer c such that h = (p + 1) g whenever p≡c mod n.
In this note, it is shown that this generalization is true in the particular case of
n = 5 and of n=7.
1．Jntroduction．　Let F＝GF（P）be、a finite prime field of characteristic p≠2．
Let n be an odd number satisfying n＞l and pyn．　Throughout this note，K＝F
（x，y）means an algebraic function field over F defined by an equation y2＝Xn一一a
（a≠0，a∈F）．If we denoteby g the genus of K，itis obvious that g＝（n－1）／2．
Let h be the class nllmber of K，i・e▲，the order of the finite group of divisor
classes of degree zero．　We willthen discuss the followlng queStion；
Does there exist aninteger cwhich depends only on n such that h＝（P＋1）g
whenever P≡C mOd n？
In the case of n＝3，We had an answerin the affirmative．（［5］，Theoreml
（i））．　When h＝Pg＋l then the similar q11eStion was discussed．（［6］）．In this
note，We Wish to give an answer onlyin the case of n＝5and of n＝7．Ⅰn doing
so，We Will recall a method of estimating class numbers of algebraic function fields
without proofs but with references．
Let L（u）＝1＋alu＋a2u2＋…＋Pg－2a2u2g‾2＋Pg‾lalu2g－1＋Pgu2g be the L－function of
K．Thenitis obvious that h＝L（1）．　Asis well known，the explicit expression
for coefficients al，a2and a3Can be putin the form
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a, = Nl ~ ( p + I ) 
(1) 2a2 = N12 ~ (2 p + I ) N1 + 2N2 + 2 p 
6a3 = N,a _ 3 pN12 + (3 p - l) N1 ~ 6 ( p + I ) N2 + 6NIN2 + 6N3 
where Nd means the number of prime divisors of degree d of K. (M.L.Madan and 
C.S.Queen [2], p. 427). 
Thus , for our present purpose , it is enough to compute Nd . Since Nd depends 
on the number of prime divisors of degree one in some constant field extensions of 
K, in S 2 we will investigate the number N(Kd) of prime divisors of degree one of 
an algebraic function field Kd Over a finite field Fd . In S 3 , we will compute h in 
the case of n=5 and of n=7. 
2. The number of prime divisors of degree one. Let Kd be the constant field 
extension of K of degree d and let Fd be the finite field GF (pd) with pd 
elements . Let us denote by N(Kd) the number of prime divisors of degree one 
of Kd . We will then consider N(Kd) under the assumption p~~-1 mod n . 
THEOREM l. If d~;1 mod 2 and p~~-1 mod n, then the equality N(Kd) =pd+1 
holds . 
PROOF. By the definition of N(Kd) , we have 
N(Kd) =1+# {(a, p) EFdXFd ; p2=a a} 
So we need to estimate the last term in this formula . Since our assumtions 
d~~I mod 2 and p~~-1 mod n lead to (pd-1,n) =1, we can get Fdn=Fd in view of the 
fact that F*=Fd- { O } is a cyclic group of order pd-1 . This implies that 
#{(a,O)EFdXFd ; a"=a} =1 and 
#{(a,p)EFdXFd ; p~0 , p2=cr"-a} =pd-1. 
Therefore we have N(Kd) =1 + l+pd -1 = pd +1 . 
We will now consider N(Kd) in the cas9 of d=2. 
THEOREM 2. If p~E-1 mod n and n=2g+1, then N(K2)=p'+2gp+1 holds. 
We will prepare some lemmas for the proof of this theorem. The following 
lemma will be proved on the basis of the properties of Hasse-Witt matrices of the 
algebraic function field Kd Over Fd . 
LEMMA I . If p~~ - I mod n, then N (Kd) ~= I mod p for an arbitrary positive 
integer d . 
PROOF. For O~u,v~;g - I , Iet A~,, be the coefficient of x"+* in the following 
pol ynomial 
I~((x"-a) (p~')/2x"'1)=1~( ~] (p~1)/2 (p-1)/2 (_a) (p~1) 2 'x"""'t) where I~ means ( ) .=0 r 
the p~1 - Iinear operator satisfying 
r x"/p if p j w 
I~ (x") = 
The matrix A=(A~,.) is called the Hasse-Witt matrix. (L.Miller [3]) . Since 
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and L(u) = I + 3pu2 + 3p2u' + p3u6 . 
PROOF . As applications of Theorem I to d=1 and d=3, we have N*= N(K*) = 
p+1 and N(K3) =p3+1 . Consequently the formula N(K3) = N* + 3N3 Ieads to N*= 
(p3-p)/3 . Similarly , applying Theorem 2 to g = 3 , we have N(K,) = p' + 6p + I . 
Therefore the formula N(K2) =N*+2N2 also leads to N2= (p2+5p)/2. 
Hence, by means of the formula (1), rt Is easy to check on al=a3=0, aa=3p, 
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